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nounced. The lamp was of learning, the candle of a fait8\
too weak, but the keys— It was vain to press for the detail (
of allegory* The upshot was plain.
At the end of the same volume, he remembered, among
Prayers for Several Occasions was one that might well have
been written at the same time, though no commentator had
marked the similarity of thought:
"Grant, Eternal Spirit, to us who kneel before Thy dark-
ness that it may become light by Thy Grace, for we have
but a sickly spark within us. Blow upon us with Thy
breath, though we feel it not; lead us, though we follow
not; receive us, though our pride reject Thy consolation;
for save by Thee we cannot come to Thee and, unless Thou
showest it, there is no end."
At first he was interested only to probe the mind of the
writer and to ask whether, when he wrote, praying for
compulsion to faith, he had already passed, though he did
not know it, beyond a condition of inquiry into an ardour
of faith. How else could he pray thus? How far was this
man, who had stood so long between self-vindication and
self-abandonment, advanced on his way towards mystical
ecstasy? How far on the road to Damascus? And because
the way to Damascus seemed to Lewis but one of the
many ways of contemplation, he considered this writer's
progress upon it with the detachment of a student; but
soon his attempt to project his mind into the thought of
another, that he might the better understand it, trans-
muted analysis into imagination, and, struggling to re-
create the circumstances that had here drawn learning to
its knees, asking himself what had been the nature of the
apprehension spoken of in the words "and straightway His
Bgnt was within me," he found an answer not pf reason
only. There seemed to be, not indeed a light within him,
aot a voice or a touch, but an encirclement of himself, and
within the encirclement a visitation, so that, though he saw
as he had seen, and heard as he had heard, the outward
msc being still present and unchanged, he was yet aware
af other eyes seeing through his eyes, of another in-
dividuality moving behind the reasoned movement of his

